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A few words from the CEO

I hope everyone has a really
good summer!
Most importantly. I hope everyone has a really good summer!
We are already out in glorious May, so it is a good time to summarise our financial year,
which ended on 30 April. 2012-2013 was a fantastic year, with new all-time high sales figures
for EdmoLift of SEK 120 million. This means that over the last 4 years we have experienced
growth of as much as 60%.
At the same time as we can be proud over our success, we realise that this places higher
expectations on us, if the positive trend is to continue. We are facing new challenges and
are making targeted efforts, aimed at increasing our customer and market base.
Sales office in China
We have just opened our new sales office, EdmoLift Asia, in Wuxi, to the northeast of
Shanghai. This will be our base for serving the Asian and Chinese markets. We believe that
proximity to the market with knowledgeable and skilled employees is the key to successful
marketing and sales. We will very soon also be launching a Chinese satellite page to our
website.
New sales manual
We have also issued an updated version of our sales manual, which will be
distributed during August, in order to provide our distibutors with even
better opportunities to service their customers professionally.
EdmoLift needs
The Work Environment Authority recently published the findings of a
study in Sweden of 700 companies that showed that only every third
company was good at reducing lifts for its employees.
This is something for us and our partners around Sweden to get hold of,
and help companies to find good and functional solutions.
You can follow this link to read the article
http://www.duochjobbet.se/nyhet/bara-var-tredje-ar-bra-pa-att-minska-lyft/

Holidays
The holiday period is approaching fast, and our production space for making
deliveries before our period of closure (week beginning 7 July
to week beginning 21 July, inclusive) is shrinking fast.
Help our production planning by placing your orders
as quickly as possible.

JUNE

Have a fantastic summer!
See you soon,
Anders Wahlqvist
CEO EdmoLift AB
anders.wahlqvist@edmolift.se
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Office opening hours
Monday - Friday 8 am to 4 pm
Our production department will be closed from
6 July to 28 July, but we have filled up a summer
stock of our most sold lifting tables that we can, of
course, deliver during this period. Out marketing and
spare parts departments will, of course, stay open all
summer to offer the best service.
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Do you want to know the latest news in the lifting table industry?

Subscribe to our newsletter for yourself or a colleague at www.edmolift.com/newsletter
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A healthy and contented workforce gives
a better result - more people should take
care of their greatest resources

Reminder - rust protection
with powder coating

Its employees are a company's greatest resources, and they should be happy and
healthy. Having a healthy workforce does not just mean that they are fit to do their
work, but that must be able to enjoy their leisure hours as well. A healthy and
happy workforce encourages its colleagues and gives that little bit extra when it is
needed.
"In order to be successful with this, more companies must invest more resources
on taking care of their employees in a better way. At EdmoLift, we take a long-term
view, and have chosen to invest even more money on, among other things, regular
health checks, that monitor everything from blood count to sight and fitness. Once
a week, we also offer our employees a massage at a subsidised price. In order for as
many employees as possible to take a massage we bring the masseur here, and the
employees can be massaged during their paid working hours," says Carina Norlinder,
who works in HR at EdmoLift.
Recently, we doubled the employees' healthcare benefit and began to investigate
the interest in group activities in the form of "try some sports" and other fitness
activities.

Defibrillators save lives!
As part of this investment, we have also chosen to invest in defibrillators.
Although we have never experienced that any of employees have suffered
cardiac arrest, the statistics show that between 10 and 15,000 people die
in Sweden each year due to cardiac arrest, and that should not be ignored. Bearing
that in mind, we thought it important for EdmoLift to buy in defibrillators. When
cardiac arrest occurs, there are only three minutes available to restart the heart in
order to save the affected person, which means that without a defibrillator there is
only a very small chance that the person will survive.
EdmoLift has bought two defibrillators, one that will be located by the entrance hall
and the other placed out in the production area.
The unit itself is very light, and is easy to use, as it gives clear voice instructions in
Swedish, instructing the user when to carry out compressions (cardiac massage) or
when to use the defibrillator.
The defibrillator must be used as soon as you suspect that someone has suffered a
cardiac arrest, the equipment is automatic, so you don't need to be worried about
making a mistake or injuring the person further, as it is not possible to administer an
electric shock to a person who is not suffering from cardiac arrest.

In our newsletter from June 2012 we wrote
about powder coating instead of galvanisation,
and we think that it might be a good idea
to remind you of its benefits. Many of our
customers buy products that will be used
in spaces with high levels of humidity and
relatively large volumes of airborne pollution
from manufacturing processes.
Typical examples include the chemical industry,
swimming pools, shipyards and outdoor work
in coastal areas. If you want a product that is
well-protected against rust, the choice should
be to galvanise instead of powder coat, which
in most cases means that the lead time is
longer, and the product is more expensive than
it needs to be.
If the product is not going to be used in an
extreme environment with high levels of
pollution, extremely high humidity and great
exposure to salt, it can be more profitable to
powder coat at a higher corrosion class than
the C3 Medium that we use as standard. By
powder coating the metal with corrosion class
C4 High, the product is given rust protection
that is much closer to the galvanised finish.
You can save money here, please consult us
before you choose a galvanised solution
You can read the whole article at www.
edmolift.com/newsletter. Log in using the
e-mail address this newsletter is sent and click
on newsletter June 2012.

Eight of our employees have received a more thorough training in cardiovascular
treatment, the other employees have been given a general review of the equipment
itself.
In central Härnösand there are currently around 15 companies who have registered
that they have defibrillators and we just wish that more companies will wake up and
start to think more about their employees.
Carina Norlinder shows us the defibrillator
located at the main entrance
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Superb lift for wine lovers

A neat and stylish solution is to hide your wine cellar under the floor. At
just a single press of a button, the wine rack rises magically up out of the
floor. The solution has been installed in a second home in Härnösand,
and is based on our TRD 500 lifting table.

Stock clearance
EZ 1000B

– Totally unique for outstanding
ergonomics!
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The trolley is fitted with three wheels and has a very
short wheel base making it extremely stable and easy
to manoeuvre in small and narrow spaces, even with
a load of 1000 kgs. The fact that the EZ has a shorter
wheelbase than a pallet truck makes the trolley even
easier to manoeuvre!
The promotion will apply while we still have them in stock

Read more about the promotion at www.edmolift.com
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Mikael Fernlund - new Sales
Manager for the Nordic
region

What makes you so specially suitable as the sales manager,
what do you think you can add to the company

This summer, EdmoLift's current sales manager for the
Nordic region, Magnus Wistrand, will be retiring. His
successor, Mikael Fernlund will take over the baton on 1
July 2013.

How are you going to shoulder the responsibility after our
previous sales manger, Magnus Wistrand, who is retiring in
the summer

I have long experience with developing distributors from my previous
jobs, and I also think that it is great fun. I also think that I can contribute
a number of new ideas and see issues from other angles, based on my
previous experience.

I have been fortunate enough to be able to work in parallel with Magnus
for the first 6 months, which has given me a real head start in my new
position. We have been out together on sales trips in the Nordic region
and visited many of our customers together. It gives a real boost to my
confidence to discover the good customer relationships Magnus and
EdmoLift have built up over the years. I can feel that I have a really good
foundation to build upon.

Have we any exciting projects at the moment that you would
like to tell us about
The largest project at the moment is our ARZ armlift, which is an unique
product that has been very successful in German industry. The product
has been developed in close collaboration with Volkswagen in Germany,
as part of making its production flow safer and more efficient.
Every year, fork lift trucks cause a lot of workplace accidents, which has
led to many industries starting to look for solutions with so-called taxitrains, which tow several carts containing pallets behind them. This
method makes the material flow more efficient, promotes safety and
increases profitability, as there are fewer trips compared with fork lift
trucks, while at the same time the operator has much better visibility
when the train is driven through production areas.

Mikael Fernlund poses by a TS 2000 and tells about his future plans at EdmoLift.

Tell us a bit about the time before you began at EdmoLift

Our German subsidiary ran this project very successfully, and it has given
us the knowledge and experience to develop a product range that suits
a broader target group within various industries.
Lately, we have begun the work aimed at the Swedish automotive
industry, which has shown a great deal of interest for the solution with
our Armlift integrated into the production flow.

I have worked in sales for the last 23 years, mainly with technical sales to
industrial companies. For the last 11 years I have been sales manager for
the Nordic countries at Elpress AB. There are a lot of similarities between
my previous job and my current position at EdmoLift, as I also used to
work with distributors and major industrial customers in the Nordic
region, such as Volvo. The greatest difference today is the products and
their areas of use, I used to work with intermediate goods, and now it is
more production aids.

What makes your new job such fun

Had you heard of EdmoLift before

I train for running and cross-country skiing, snowboard and ride
motorbikes, as well as spend time with my family and friends.

EdmoLift was one of my customers in two of my previous jobs, and as
an inhabitant of Härnösand I also knew about EdmoLift as a well-run
and interesting company. It was an easy choice when I was given the
opportunity to work there and work with the Nordic market that I have
previous experience with.

Your job as the sales manager for the Nordic region must pose
a fairly major challenge, tell us a bit about that
The greatest challenge at the moment will be to increase our presence
in the market with our new products, such as the ARZ armlift and our
mobile work platform AIR, and of course to help our distributors develop
their expertise and their sales techniques.

Primarily that EdmoLift is such a well-run company with a long history
behind it. I also see huge potential for development in the company
as it has such a great product program that offers such opportunities.
EdmoLift also has a great personnel policy, quite simply it looks after its
employees well.

What do you do when you are not working

Age
46 years of age

Lives
I live with my wife in a house in Härnösand. We have two grown-up
children who have moved out of the house, so we have a lot of space
at our disposal.
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